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  The OperaWorks Program
























  
  















  Created in 1987 by Ann Baltz, OperaWorks™ is one of the classical music world's most cutting-edge training programs for singers and teachers. Having pioneered a unique holistic curriculum, the company boasts an impressive alumni list of over 2,000 singers, voice teachers, coaches, conductors and directors. They include Grammy Award winners, international career singers, voice teachers on faculties throughout the United States, and arts administrators in professional companies. Aspects of the program's once radical methods can be found in other training programs, companies, and conservatories.























  
  









    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      










































  

    
  
    
      
        
          

          
          

          
            
              
                
            
            
            
            
            
            
            

            
              
            
            

          
              

            
          

        

      

    

    
  


  








  OperaWorks News!























  
  









  OperaWorks™ Welcomes Two Dynamic Voices to Administer 2024 Engaged Artist Program
Los Angeles, CA, February 8, 2024 #OperaDay! - OperaWorks™, renowned for its groundbreaking approach to opera training, proudly announces the appointment of Dr. Bethany Mamola as Programs Administrator and Zeffin Quinn Hollis as Director of Digital Media for its 2024 Engaged Artist Program. These appointments mark a significant stride in OperaWorks' commitment to nurturing a new generation of empowered and visionary opera performers.
Dr. Bethany Mamola, a celebrated soprano recognized for her captivating stage presence and warm vocal timbre, joins OperaWorks as Programs Administrator. With a wealth of experience as a soloist and educator, Dr. Mamola brings a unique blend of artistry and pedagogical insight to her role. Her extensive stage credits and dedication to vocal education make her a valuable addition to the OperaWorks team.
Zeffin Quinn Hollis, an accomplished operatic luminary and innovative stage director, assumes the Director of Digital Media role. Armed with a Master of Business Administration degree and a trailblazing spirit, Hollis brings a transformative vision to OperaWorks' digital presence. His multifaceted career spanning opera, musical theatre, and business underscores his commitment to excellence and innovation.
Ann Baltz, the visionary founder of OperaWorks and Artistic Director, expressed her enthusiasm for the new appointments, stating, "We are thrilled to welcome Dr. Bethany Mamola and Zeffin Quinn Hollis to the OperaWorks family. Their expertise and passion for a transformational "inside-out" approach to training will play a pivotal role in shaping the future of our Engaged Artist Program."
The 2024 Engaged Artist Program, designed for motivated singers and teaching artists seeking to strengthen their performance skills and expand their stage mastery, offers a comprehensive curriculum focused on expression, empowerment, and artistic freedom. Singers and teaching artists participating in the program will benefit from immersive sessions led by renowned OperaWorks faculty, including Ann Baltz, who returns to her founding role as Artistic Director.
About OperaWorks™:
OperaWorks' mission is to empower opera professionals to excel artistically, personally, and professionally. With a legacy of over three decades, OperaWorks continues to be a beacon for courageous and forward-thinking artists. Through its innovative programs and holistic approach to training, OperaWorks cultivates a diverse community of singers poised to thrive in the dynamic post-pandemic creative world.
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  OperaWorks™ does not and shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion (creed), gender, gender expression, age, national origin (ancestry), disability, marital status, sexual orientation, or military status, in any of its activities or operations.
Contact us here by Email
admin@operaworks.org
(818) 898-9597
OperaWorks™ is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit company
© 2024 OperaWorks™























  
  









    

  
  

  


  


      
    


    
    

  